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Abstract

The development of a method to ensure interference free transmission with various system constraints to achieve
maximum secondary network capacity in an underlay cognitive radio (CR) network is still a challenging issue. Due to
the lack of explicit support from the primary system, CR sensing algorithms often face difficulties in reliably
estimating the primary signals. This problem becomes even worse when the primary user is a pure receiver. In this
paper, we propose a distributed neighbor coordinated adaptive power control estimation mechanism to guarantee
a reliable protection for primary users. With reliable transmission power control for the secondary transmitter, the
power allocation problem of the CR system is modeled into a constrained Lagrange multipliers optimization
problem to guarantee reliable sum rate maximization. Based on a comprehensive analysis from the topology and
spectrum access scenario, we simplify the complex interference relationship between primary users and CR
transmission pairs and propose an iterative power allocation algorithm with a suboptimal bit loading algorithm,
along with fully distributed and neighbor coordinated channel selection strategies. Simulation results show that our
proposed power spectrum mask estimation algorithm with capacity maximization model can greatly reduce
interference to primary nodes and can successfully enhance the overall throughput.
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Introduction
Traditional fixed channel allocations result in low effi-
ciency in terms of spectrum utilization. According to the
Federal Communication Commission [1], most of the allo-
cated spectrum remains underutilized most of the time.
By enabling a secondary user to access the spectrum
holes, spectrum utilization can be significantly enhanced
by cognitive radio (CR) technology [2]. If the spectrum
band is not being used by the primary system or if com-
munications between CR devices do not cause any harm-
ful impact on the performance of the incumbent users,
then CR nodes can adaptively coexist with primary users
based on sensing schemes [3-6].
Due to the dynamical changes of primary user (PU)

activities on licensed bands, controlling the transmission
behaviors of secondary users (SUs) and determining how
to allocate the limited licensed spectrum resource to
maximize the network capacity is a challenging process.
To successfully achieve such an allocation, several studies
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have considered the dynamic spectrum access (DSA)
issues. Especially in orthogonal frequency division multi-
plexing (OFDM) CR networks, the power allocation is
normally formulated as a constrained optimization prob-
lem to distribute the available power over several sub-
channels (SCs) in an optimal way. Such allocation is able
to maximize the secondary users’ capacity under various
constraints [7-12]. In [7], a weighted sum rate for ad hoc
SU links in a cognitive radio network was optimized
under a power spectrum mask (PSM) of the SU transmit-
ters. In [8], a single cell downlink model was proposed
and the weighted sum rate maximization of all PUs and
SUs was studied by using sequential quadratic program-
ming and proportional fair scheduling algorithms. In [9],
the interference induced by the SU to the PU was consid-
ered as a constraint and several suboptimal algorithms
were determined. In [10] and [11], it was assumed that
the interference limit at the primary receiver is known to
SUs based on the assumption that the PU receiver is also
a transmitter; these studies proposed an optimization
model with several constraints to maximize the CR sys-
tem capacity. In [12], a novel effective iterative water-
filling algorithm was proposed for power allocation in
an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
g/licenses/by/2.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction
roperly cited.
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cognitive networks with a power budget and the peak
transmission power of the SU as constraints. This method
introduced a distance model to convert the constraints
on the interference induced by SUs to the PUs to the
PSM constraint of the SU.
A more complex power spectrum mask fitting proposal

was proposed in [13] to allow coexistence between a
single cognitive radio cell and multi cell primary cells.
The power allocation for subcarriers of the SU was mod-
eled into a constrained optimization problem, in which
the mutual interference between the SU and PU was
comprehensively formulated as restrictions on the SU’s
transmission power. Consequently, the modeling scheme
restrains the interference to PUs and maximizes the
capacity of the SU as well. A similar optimization with
a more complete secondary co-channel transmission
model is described in [14], in which each channel is
shared by multiple SUs. However, [13] and [14], except
for the fact that strong interference from the primary
transmitter (PT) may interrupt the nearby concurrent
secondary communication during the primary uplink
phase, ignore the following facts: 1) uplink phase only
transmission reduces the spectrum utilization ratio and
2) the primary transmission schedule should always be
known in advance, because it will cause unbearable infor-
mation leaking of primary systems. In [15], an assump-
tion similar to that in [7-14] was used, and the power
allocation for the subcarrier of the SU was modeled into
a constrained optimization problem, in which the inter-
ference constraint was given as a sensing range concept.
With a modified classical power distribution algorithm,
the CR network capacity can be maximized with afford-
able interference to the primary user.
Generally, the power allocation issue for secondary

users in cognitive networks includes two aspects: 1) a
single user case that considers power allocation for a
single SU without a centralized controller or coordinator,
in which the accumulated interference from multiple
SUs to PUs will not be considered, which is more suitable
for point to point transmission; and 2) a multiple SU case
that considers the joint power optimization of multiple
SUs and accurate interference constraint with various
system constraints to help SUs achieve global optimiza-
tion based on cooperation from a centralized cluster
header or coordinator. In this paper, we consider both
cases. Despite the contributions of the previous studies, a
method that can be used to derive a reliable interference
free constraint that plays a key role in capacity maximi-
zation has not been well studied in CR ad hoc networks.
As a common approach, existing optimization studies in
the area of cognitive radio networks assume that the pri-
mary transmission range can reach the secondary sensing
device that wants to transmit data. In this case, when any
primary receiver is within the transmission range of the
secondary device, harmful interference (the harmful inter-
ference denotes the interference that exceeds the afford-
able decoding threshold of nearby primary receiver,
which is caused by the secondary utilization of the cog-
nitive radio communication pair on the licensed band)
higher than the allowed level can be given to the primary
receiver. In particular, if the primary receiver does not
transmit any signals when the secondary devices perform
sensing, then it is very difficult to recognize this primary
hidden receiver. In this case, the interference avoidance
constraint used for a power spectral mask at the second-
ary transmitter does not work well. Harmful interference
to a primary receiver cannot be avoided. Furthermore,
since the Lagrange model has generally been exploited
as the main technique in dynamical spectrum allocation
optimization for non convex problems with various com-
plicated constraints, the complexity of constraints deter-
mines the convergence speed as well as the design
difficulty of the optimization algorithm.
Therefore, two main challenges will be raised due to

the introduction of a cognitive radio technique into the
ad hoc network: 1) how to avoid possible interference
to PUs, especially the pure primary receiver (PR), and
how to control the accumulated interference to the PR
when multiple CR links exist; and 2) how to design
maximization criteria along with less complex system
constraints with the Lagrange multiplier optimization
problem to enhance the CR system capacity and reduce
the calculation complexity.
To solve the problems mentioned above, in this paper,

we first propose a distributed neighbor coordinated PSM
constraint estimation algorithm to guarantee reliable pro-
tection for primary users in a challenging network sce-
nario. If there is reliable transmission power control at the
secondary transmitter side, then, in order to maximize the
CR network throughput (the maximization of sum of data
rates from all sub-channels belongs to i-th CR communi-
cation pair), a Lagrange optimization problem with differ-
ent channel selection strategies is modeled; in this
problem, both fully distributed channel selection and
competition based optimal channel selection are consid-
ered. Based on a comprehensive analysis using topology
and spectrum access scenarios in the proposed network
model, the complicated mutual interference between pri-
mary users and CR users is simplified to reduce the pri-
mary protection uncertainty and the calculation
complexity. We jointly considered the relationship among
optimal channel set selection, total transmission power
budget, and PSM limitation, and propose an efficient it-
erative power allocation algorithm along with a subopti-
mal integer bit loading algorithm to optimize the
transmission power on the selected channels.
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 describes the system model and the challenging
PSM constraint problem in an ad hoc CR network sys-
tem. Section 3 provides the proposed neighbor coor-
dinated PSM estimation scheme that provides full
protection for primary users even in extreme network
scenarios. Section 4 formulates the power requirements
to transmit data and the corresponding interference free
PSM constraint. A Lagrange multiplier optimization
problem is then formulated in Section 5 with simple but
efficient power loading algorithms. Section 6 shows the
experimental results of the simulations. Section 7 con-
cludes this paper.

PSM constraint problem
System model
In this study, a multi-channel transmission scenario for
cognitive radio users is assumed. The available spectrum
bands are divided into a set of orthogonal channels by
using OFDM modulation scheme, so that from the total
N orthogonal sub-channels each cognitive transceiver
can opportunistically transmit data using any available
sub-channel that does not give harmful interference to
primary systems. We assume that the CR transmitter
has perfect knowledge of primary users (PPT and TRPT).
K secondary communication pairs and M primary com-
munication pairs exist. To avoid harmful interference to
primary systems, the CR transmitter needs to sense the
existence of primary signals and avoid using those sub-
channels that do not meet the minimal transmission
power needed to maintain the decodable SINR (signal
to interference ratio) at the cognitive radio receiver
side. The typical PSM estimation model for cognitive
radio ad hoc networks [10] is presented in Figure 1. The
IRPT

TRPT

STa

STc

STb

IRb
ST

TRMax
STc

Figure 1 Coexistence scenarios between primary and
secondary systems.
transmission power of the primary transmitter (PT) is
PPT ; the effective transmission range (i.e., the range
decodable by the primary receiver) of the primary sys-
tem is TRPT; the primary signal interference range is IRPT

; and the maximal transmission range of secondary trans-
mitter (ST) on the licensed band is TRMax

ST with maximal
transmission power. It is assumed that the typical pri-
mary transmission power PPT and the minimal decodable
receiving power at the primary receiver are known in ad-
vance to the secondary users. It is also assumed that by
using a suitable path loss model, the distance between
the transmitter and receiver can be derived by measuring
the received power for the given transmission power.
Illustration of PSM constraint problem
Generally, three sensing scenarios exist, as shown in
Figure.1: 1) Secondary transmitter a (STa) is within the
primary transmission range, which is defined as a protec-
tion range in IEEE 802.22 WRAN [16]). STa detects a
primary signal, and no transmission is permitted; 2) Sec-
ondary transmitter b (STb), which is within the interfer-
ence range of the PT (also denoted as keep out range in
the IEEE 802.22 WRAN [16]), detects the primary signal
so that it will control its transmission power to keep the
interference range of STb ( IRb

ST ) outside the protected
range of PT; and 3) Secondary transmitter c STc is out-
side the interference range IRPT of the primary signal.
STc cannot detect the primary signal from PT, so that
harmful interference may be given to possible primary
receivers (PR) nearby because STc will use the allowed
maximal transmission power. In this paper, we consider
the case in which the primary receiver does not send any
signals when the secondary devices sense the channel.
Since a primary receiver does not transmit signals, it is
very difficult or impossible for neighboring CR devices to
recognize the existence of such a primary receiver. This
situation becomes even worse when STs are within the
IRPT , due to the complexity of the wireless transmission
environment (e.g., channel fading, shadowing, and signal
attenuation) [17]. When the secondary transmitter does
not detect nearby primary receivers, it may use the
allowed maximum transmission power, and significant
inference to those PRs will occur. Especially, when the
PR is located close to the ST, this creates the worst case
scenario in the field of cognitive radio operation, which
aims to protect the primary user. Transmission power
control without consideration of hidden primary recei-
vers contradicts the original principle of CR: the imple-
mentation of CR must not impinge on the performance
of primary users. Therefore a more reliable power spec-
tral mask estimation scheme for a multi-channel cogni-
tive environment is needed to guarantee the correctness
of CR capacity maximization.
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Proposed distributed neighbor coordinated psm
estimation
In this section, we propose a fully distributed low
complex neighbor coordinated power spectrum mask
constraint estimation method (DNPSM). Each CR trans-
mitter estimates its possible maximum interference range
not only based on the primary sensing information gath-
ered directly from itself, but also with the help of one
hop secondary neighbors (SNs). Table 1 shows the defini-
tions of the parameters that are used for the distance
estimation calculations in this paper.
As can be seen in Figure 2, the secondary transmitter

(ST) cannot sense the primary signal because it is not
within the primary signal detection range. Therefore, ST
itself cannot correctly estimate the distance DPT ;ST , which
is fundamental information for ST power control. To ef-
fectively protect primary nodes, the ST must be able to
estimate the distance between the ST and the nearest pri-
mary receiver (PR). In this paper, we propose a method
to estimate the distance DPT;ST with the help of second-
ary neighbor nodes. The control information exchanged
to estimate the distance is performed on the CR control
band (e.g., the dedicated control channel for CR use or
an unlicensed band such as the ISM band), which does
not create any harmful interference (Harmful interfer-
ence denotes interference that exceeds the affordable de-
coding threshold of a nearby primary receiver, which
interference is caused by the secondary utilization of the
cognitive radio communication pair on the licensed
band) to the primary system working on the licensed
band. It should be noted that the ST can use its max-
imum transmission power on the control channel to con-
tact nearby secondary neighbors. As can be seen in
Figure 2, a secondary neighbor (SN) that is located inside
the PT’s transmission range can overhear the control sig-
nal from the ST.
Table 1 Glossary of new terminology

Parameter

PPR

PPT

PST

PSR

IRPT

IRST

TRPT

DPT ;ST

DST ;PR

DPT ;SN

DST ;SN

DSN;PR
In DNPSM, a secondary neighbor SN can estimate the
distance between a CR transmitter and neighbors (DST;SN)
by receiving a message from the secondary transmitter
on the control channel; it can also estimate the distance
between PT and SN (DPT ;SN ) by receiving a signal from
the primary transmitter on the licensed band. Since SN
has already determined the maximum transmission range
DPT ;PR (e.g., in the case of TV broadcasting) of the pri-
mary transmitter, it can estimate the worst case distance
DST ;PR (also denoted as safety distance). By reporting the
estimated safety distance to ST, ST will control its trans-
mission power so that it does not interfere with the pos-
sible primary receiver.
Figure 3 shows the procedure of the proposed DNPSM

operation. Before an actual data transmission, the CR
transmitter ST first senses the licensed channels. If the
ST can find some available channels in which no primary
signal can be detected, then it requests assistance from
nearby CR neighbors to verify the correctness of the
sensing results using the CR control band interface. Sec-
ondary neighbors measure the received power level from
the primary transmitter (PPR ) on the channels listed by
ST. When the primary transmitter’s maximum transmis-
sion power (PPT) is known to the secondary systems, then,
by using the path loss model (PLLB dð Þ ) of the licensed
band as in (1), the distance between PT and SN (DPT ;SN )
can be derived from (2). In (1), we used the Hata path
loss model [18], which is suitable for urban areas, but any
path loss model can be applicable to improve the estima-
tion accuracy under different circumstances.

PLLB dð Þ ¼ PPT � PPR ¼ h 69:55þ 26:16 logfð
� 13:82 loghB � CH þ 44:9� 6:55 loghB½ � logdÞ

ð1Þ
Definition

Received primary signal power level on a licensed band

Primary transmission power on a licensed band

CR transmission power on a licensed band

Received CR signal power on a CR control band

Interference range of primary transmission signal on a licensed band

Interference range of CR transmission signal on a licensed band

Maximum distance between primary transmitter and primary receiver

Distance between primary transmitter and secondary (CR) transmitter

Distance between secondary (CR) transmitter and primary receiver

Distance between primary transmitter and secondary (CR) neighbor

Distance between CR transmitter and CR neighbor

Distance between secondary (CR) neighbor and primary receiver



Figure 2 The proposed PSM estimation scheme.
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DPT;SN ¼ 10
10 log PPT�PPRð Þ� 69:55þ26:16 logf�13:82 loghB�CHð Þ½ �

44:9�6:55 loghBð Þ ð2Þ

in which hB is the antenna height of the base station; CH

is the antenna height correction factor; f is the transmis-
sion frequency; d is the distance between base station
and mobile stations; and h xð Þ ¼ 10

x
10= .

Since the ST transmits the request message on the
CR control channel (e.g., a dedicated unlicensed band)
with maximal transmission power, some one-hop neighbor
SNs that receive the sensing request may be within the
SN

CBILI

ST,PRRequest D  on {C

Measure DST,SN

Measure DPT,SN

SN,PR 1 2Request D  on {CH , CH ,...}

Calculate DSN,PR

based on the 
known DPT,PR

SN,PR 1 3Report D  on {CH , CH ,...}

Calculate DST,PR on 
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ST,PRReport D  on {

Estimation 
Ready

S

Figure 3 Reliable PSM constraint estimation procedure.
primary transmission range (or interference range). Based
on the received power levelPSR, SN estimates the distance
between ST and SN (DST;SN) using a control channel path
loss model (PLUB(d)). In this paper, we use a typical loss
model of the ISM band (COST.231 model [19]).

PLUB dð Þ¼ PST� PSR ¼ h 37þ30 log10dþ18:3n
nþ2
nþ1�0:46ð Þ� �

ð3Þ

DST;SN ¼ 10
10 log PST�PSRð Þ�37�18:3n

nþ2
nþ1�0:46ð Þ

30 ð4Þ
ST

CBI LI

Channel sensing

1 2H , CH ,...}

1 2CH , CH ,...}

end the estimated 
results to Receiver

Sensing results

LI: Licensed Interface

CBI: CR Control Band Interface

C
S
M
A
/
C
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where n is the path loss parameter that represents the
number of floors in the path.
When the maximum primary transmission distance

DPT;PR is known, the distance (DSN;PR ) between SN and
the possible worst case primary receiver location can
be derived as in (5).

DSN;PR ¼ DPT;PR � DPT;SN ð5Þ

From (4) and (5), the safe distance for the secondary
transmission on each available licensed channel can be
derived as in (6).

DST;PR ¼ DST;SN � DSN;PR ð6Þ

If there are multiple primary systems working on the
same sub-channel j (j=1,2,3,. . .,N), ST takes only the
shortest distance between itself and the nearest worst
case primary system receiver as the safety distance (PSM
constraint) among all the estimated safety distances on
the sub-channel j. Clearly, harmful interference to any
possible hidden primary receiver from any single CR
communication pair can be successfully avoided using
the proposed DNPSM.

Power Required and PSM Constraint Formulation
Power requirement
In this study, we consider each sub-channel as a linear
time invariant channel; the additive Gaussian noise in
each transmission is zero mean with variance σ2

j . Gj dð Þis
the channel gain coefficient between the secondary trans-
mitter and its dedicated receiver on sub-channel j with
distance d. The mean power Pi;j of ST i (i=1,2,3,. . .,N) to
transmit b bits per symbol in sub-channel j (j=1,2,3,. . .,
N) can be calculated as in (7) [20].

Pi;j ¼
Γσ2

j

Gj dð Þ 2bi;j � 1
� � ð7Þ

The SNR gap Γ of each ST can be calculated from (8).
The SNR gap Γ denotes the difference between theoret-
ical transmitted bits on the channel and the maximal
achieved transmitted bits with the selected coding and
modulation scheme.

Γ ¼ 1
3

Q�1 Re

4

� �� 	2 γ
κ

ð8Þ

γ is the SNR degradation immunity, which repre-
sents the repair capability when facing channel impair-
ment due to an unpredicted situation; the impairment
recovery probability is closely related to an extra amount
of modulation performance. is κ is the coding gain, which
depends on what kind of coding scheme is chosen by
the current communication pair. Re is the target error
probability. Q�1 �ð Þ is the inverse of the famous Q- func-
tion, which is defined as in (9).

Q tð Þ ¼ 2πð Þ�1=2
Z 1

t
e�τ2=2dτ ð9Þ

PSM constraint formulation
The purpose of capacity maximization is to maximize
the data transmission rate sum, which is directly related
with the CR transmission power on each sub-channel.
We assume that the maximal affordable interference
power threshold at each primary receiver is the same,
and that such a threshold is evenly distributed across all
sub-channels with ζ (the method for obtaining ζ is given
in [13]). Then, the CR transmission power of the ST
should be controlled as in (10) to avoid harmful inter-
ference to the primary receiver (distance between the ST
and PR is d) within the maximal CR interference range.
I
0
j d

0� �
is the channel gain between the primary transmitter

and primary receiver with distance d’. TPPTI
0
j d

0� �
is the

received power level from the primary transmitter work-
ing on channel j at the primary receiver with distance d0.

Pi;jGj dð Þ= δ2j þ TPPTI
0
j d

0ð Þ
� �

≤ ζ ð10Þ

By manipulating (1), Gj and I
0
j can be obtained by (11)

and (12).

GJ DST;PR
� � ¼ 10�0:1PLLB DST;PRð Þ ð11Þ

I
0
j TRPTð Þ ¼ 10�0:1PLLB TRPTð Þ ð12Þ

Then, (10) can be rewritten as in (13), combining (11)
and (12).

Pi;j ≤ ζ δ2j þ TPPT10
�0:1PLLB TRPTð Þ

� �� �
100:1PLLB DST;PRð Þ

ð13Þ

Let us assume that TPMax
ST is the maximal allowed

transmission power limited by the CR system hardware
on each sub-channel. Then, to avoid harmful interference
to primary system receivers, and based on the DNPSM
and by manipulating (1) according to the estimated
DST;PR, as shown in Figure 4, the maximal allowed trans-
mission power ( PMax

ST ) of the secondary transmitter is

given in (14). IRMax
ST is the interference range of CR



Figure 4 Illustration of PSM constraint with distance variation.
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transmission using TPMax
ST . Pi;j is the transmission power

of ST i on sub-channel j.
Pi;j ≤ PMax
ST ¼

0; DST;PT ≤ TRPT

ζ δ2j þ TPPT10�0:1PLLB TRPTð Þ
� �� �

100:1PLLB DST;PRð Þ;TRPT < DST;PT ≤ TRPT þ IRMax
ST

TPMax
ST ; TRPT þ IRMax

ST ≤ DST;PT

ð14Þ

8>><
>>:
With transmission powerPi;j from (14), harmful inter-
ference from a single ST to the nearest PR can be
successfully avoided. However, such transmission power
results in a nutritious accumulated interference from
multiple single STs at the same PR side, which is a chal-
lenging task that cannot be avoided easily. The solution
of this issue will be discussed in the following sections.

Capacity maximization formulation
Distributed channel selection strategy
In this part, we consider a fully distributed network
in which each CR communication pair performs the
CSMA/CA scheme defined in IEEE 802.11 WLAN to
obtain the right to spectrum access. The communication
pair will utilize all available sub-channels to transmit
data. Since we have multiple CR communication pairs on
sub-channel j (j ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . . ;N ), if there are K active CR
transmissions on the same channel j, then, harmful inter-
ference caused by a single CR communication pair (10)
should be rewritten as an accumulative interference con-

straint (15) with each Pi;j following (14). Dj
STi;PR is the dis-

tance between ST i (i ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . . ;K ) and the nearest PR
on sub-channel j.

XK
i¼1

Pi;jGj Dj
STi;PR

� �.
δ2j þ TPPTI

0
j TRPTð Þ

� �
≤ ζ ð15Þ
With the total energy amount as the power budget
limitation, and the PSM constraint as the maximal trans-
mission power, the capacity maximization problem can
be formulated as a Lagrange multiplier optimization
problem on N sub channels; this problem is given in (16),
in which di;m is the distance between the ith CR com-
munication pair and the primary transmitter m (m =1,
2, 3,. . ., M), and DSTk;SRi is the distance between the ST k
( k 6¼ i; k ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . . ;K ) and the dedicated receiver of
ith CR communication pair.

Max
XN
j¼1

log2

 
1þ Pi;jGj DSTi;SRi

� �, 
δ2j þ

X
m2MTPPTI

0
j di;m
� �

þ
XK
k¼1
k 6¼i

Pk;jGj DSTk;SRi
� �!!

subject to:
XN
j¼1

Pi;j � PBudget ≤ 0

XK
i¼1

Pi;jGj Dj
STi;PR

� �
= δ2j þ TPPTI

0
j TRPTð Þ

� �
≤ ζ

PMin
i;j ≤ Pi;j

ð16Þ

PMin
i;j is the minimal required transmission power of ST

i to its dedicated receiver SR on channel j. Because the
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received SINR at the secondary receiver should be
greater than the minimum signal decodable level γS on
each channel j, the minimum transmission power PMin

i;j of

ST i on channel j can be obtained from (17).

γs ≤
PMin
i;j Gj DSTi;SRi

� �
δ2j þ

P
m2MTPPTI

0
j di;m
� �þ PK

k¼1
k 6¼i

Pk;jGj DSTk;SRi
� �

ð17Þ

Analysis of the capacity maximization model
To control the harmful accumulated interference caused
by CR transmissions to the primary receiver under the
affordable threshold (15), the ST needs to know the
number, transmission power, and channel gain of all
neighboring co-channel CR transmission pairs. This is a
challenging task and many studies consider just a single
secondary communication pair instead [7-12]. In some
investigations, the spectrum access of the SU in a mul-
tiple SU network model follows the exclusively spectrum
access (ESA) model, in which only one CR communica-
tion pair is allowed each time, in order to avoid accumu-
lated interference from the secondary transmission to the
primary receiver on the same channel [13][14]. In this
study, we consider a multiple CR communication pairs
model without the ESA limitation; in this model, mul-
tiple secondary users are able to access the same sub-
channel by performing the CSMA/CA scheme. A top-
ology based interference relationship analysis between
multiple STs and the same PR is shown in Figure 5.
1SC
aPT

1
.

SC
STaD

1
.

SC
STb PRbD

PTaTR

Figure 5 Accumulated interference cancellation illustration.
Considering Figure 5, let us suppose that DSC1
STa;PRa is

the CR ST a’ estimated safety distance to the nearest PR
(PRa) working on sub-channel SC1 by performing
DNPSM, and DSC1

STb;PRb is the CR ST b’ estimated safety

distance to the nearest PR (PRb) working on SC1. Both
of these are the shortest distances to the nearby PRs (PRa
and PRb) on the sub-channel SC1. If the STa gives harm-

ful interference to the STb’ nearest PRb, then DSC1
STa;PRa is

not the shortest distance to the nearby PR on channel j
around the STa. This contradicts the fact that the esti-

mated Dj
STi;PR should be the shortest distance from ST i

to all PRs around channel j. Therefore, with the help of
the proposed DNPSM, the existing challenge of accumu-
lated interference to the same primary receiver in a mul-
tiple nodes network model can be successfully solved.
Besides, the proposed DNPSM assumes that each CR de-
vice is equipped with two interfaces: i) the CR control
band interface, which is used for sensing information dis-
tribution among CR nodes and for exchanging control
information; and ii) the licensed band interface (e.g., the
UHF band), which is not only used for data transmission,
but also for safety PSM constraint derivation between
possible primary receiver and CR devices. Due to the
merit of having two interfaces, the interference compo-
nent Pk;jGj DSTk;SRi

� �
of (16) can be released. The reason

for this is that all the control information and sensing
messages are exchanged on the common control channel
through CSMA/CA, which is defined in IEEE 802.11
WLAN. One-hop neighbors will always overhear the net-
work allocation vector (NAV) of the selected sub-
channel j from the current CR communication pair on
1SC
bPT

PRa

PTbTR
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the common control channel. The NAV will cease the
concurrent transmissions from one-hop CR neighbors.
Co-channel interference from two-hop neighboring CR
nodes is not considered. Therefore, the complex accumu-
lated interference caused by co-channel CR transmis-
sions can be converted into a single CR communication
pair, which simplifies the assumption. Then, (16) can be
further simplified and rewritten as (18), in which PMax

i;j is

the maximal transmission power of ST i on sub-channel j

and is equal to PMax
ST in (14), with safety distance Dj

STi;PR.

Max
XN
j¼1

log2 1þ Pi;jGj DSTi;SRi
� �.�

δ2j þ
P

m2MTPPTI
0
j di;m
� �� ��

subject to :
XN
j¼1

Pi;j � PBudget ≤ 0

Pi;j ≤ PMax
i;j

PMin
i;j ≤ Pi;j

ð18Þ

Local power loading algorithm
By using the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) condition [21],
and applying the Lagrange multiplier approach, the
maximization power filling solution of (18) can be
obtained by deriving (19) with λ ≥ 0, μi ≥ 0.

Gj DSTi;SRi
� �

= δ2j þ
P

m2MTPPTI
0
j di;m
� �� �

ln 2� 1þ Pi;jGj DSTi;SRi
� �

= δ2j þ
P

m2MTPPTI
0
j di;m
� �� �� �� �

�λ� μi ¼ 0

λ
P
j2N

Pi;j � PBudget ≤ 0

 !
¼ 0

μi Pi;j � PMax
i;j

� �
¼ 0;8j 2 N

ð19Þ

In order to reduce complexity of the following algo-
rithm Pi;j ≥ PMin

i;j is included in the boundary check in-

stead of being included in the Lagrange multiplier
problem. By manipulating (19), the optimization filling

power POpt
i;j on channel j, necessary to maximize the

transmission data rate, can be calculated as in (20).
POpt
i;j ¼

PMax
i;j ;

P
j2N

PMax
i;j � PBudget ≤ 0

Min Max
1

ln 2� λþ μið Þ’i � Gj DSTi;SRi
� �

= δ2j þ
X��h



8><
>:
With the estimated PSM constraint for ST i
(i =1,2,3,. . .,K) from DNPSM, we know the maximal
allowed transmission power (PMax

i;j ). By combining λand

μi and defining 1= ln2 λþ μið Þ½ � ¼ ’i as the power loading
(water-filling (WL)) level needed to pour limited power
into the sub-channel j ( j 2 N ), the water level can be
uniquely determined from a total power budget average
concept, in which’i can be obtained from derivation by
making (21) equal to zero with N�1

i;j as given in (20).

f ’ið Þ ¼
XN
j¼1

Max ’i � N�1
i;j

� �
; 0

h i
� PBudget ð21Þ

The only variable parameter in (21) is ’i , with the mea-
sured bottom (N�1

i;j ) of each channel and the initial power

level ’iwithout PSM constraint able to be simply esti-
mated as in (22).

’i ¼
XN

j¼1
N�1

i;j þ PBudget
� �

=N ð22Þ

Since different sub-channels have different covers
(N�1

i;j þ PMax
i;j ), three kinds of sub-channel exist: 1) max-

imal loaded sub-channels, in which the allocated amount
of power is (PMax

i;j ); 2) channels in which the power load-

ing is restrained by the water level ’i , in which the
allowed pouring power is ’i � N�1

i;j ; and 3) zero power

sub-channels, in which no transmission will be allowed
on these channels. With the limited power budget, if we
pour all sub-channels with PMax

i;j , power budget will be

exhausted. In order to allow sub-channels in both case 1)
and case 2) to be assigned optimal power from a limited
power budget, the only method is to take some power
from the sub-channels of case 1) and pour it into the
sub-channels of case 2). To decide which channel should
be selected for the pouring of water and to determine the
amount of power to pour on the selected sub-channel in
order to maximize the capacity of the CR communica-
tion pair, we propose an iterative interference avoidance
local rate sum (IALRS) algorithm (Algorithm 1) to derive

the optimal value ’
Opt
i with suitable channel selection.

The proposed sub-channel allocation algorithm operates
with the following steps. An example of the power-
m2MTPPTI
0
j di;m
� ���

Ni;j

i�1
; 0

�
; PMax

i;j

�
;
P
j2N

PMax
i;j � PBudget > 0

ð20Þ
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loading scenario is shown in Figure 6. The pseudo code
of IALRS is given in Figure 7.
1st) Initial power level estimation: average the total

power amount on sub-channel j (j= 1,2,3,. . ., N) accord-
ing to (22) as the initial water level ’i.
2nd) Adjustment of power allocation: for sub-channel j

( j 2 N ), check the maximal allowed transmission power
(PSM constraint PMax

i;j estimated from (14)), and calculate

the minimal required transmission power ( PMin
i;j ) using

(17). If current water level ’i exceeds the cover (N�1
i;j þ

PMax
i;j ) of channel j, remove current channel j, save the

power ’i � N�1
i;j þ PMax

i;j

� �
in the total power budget

PBudget ; the number of removed channels is increased by
one. If current water level does not cover the noise bot-
tom (N�1

i;j +P
Min
i;j ) of channel j, save the power ’i � N�1

i;j in

the total power budget PBudget; no power will be allocated
on this channel, or else ’i � N�1

i;j should be poured into

channel j.
3rd) Re-adjust water level: for remaining sub-channels

(N � R), average the power budget saved from 2nd step.
The new power loading level ’

0
i should be within the

range of (23), in which PLeftR
Budget denotes the saved power

collected from removed channel set (R) due to the effect

of the PSM constraint ( PMax
i;j ); PLeftTR

Budget denotes the

remaining power collected from the temporary removed
(TR) channels whose noise bottoms are not covered by
the current power loading level (’i ). xj j represents the
number of sub-channels in the removed channel set x.
Figure 6 Power loading level adjustment scenario illustration.
By defining
�
ϖ ¼ ’i þ PLeft R

Budget= N � Rj jð Þ and �ϖ ¼
’i þ PLeft R

Budget þ PLeft TR
Budget

� �
= N � Rj j � TRj jð Þ , the new

water level can be updated as in (24).

’i þ PLeft R
Budget= N � Rj jð Þ ≤ ’

0
i ≤ ’i þ PLeft R

Budget þ PLeft TR
Budget

� �.
N � Rj j � TRj jð Þ ð23Þ

’
0
i ¼ �

ϖ þ �ϖ

2
ð24Þ

If f ’
0
i

� �
in (21) is larger than zero, repeat Step 2 to find

lower bound
�
ϖ , set the upper bound as �ϖ ¼ ’

0
i and repeat

Step 3 to find a solution to enable (21) to equal zero. If
f ’

0
i

� �
in (21) is smaller than zero, set up the lower bound as

�
ϖ ¼ ’

0
i, repeat Step 3 to find the updated upper bound �ϖ .

4th) Repeat Steps 2 and 3 until no power can be col-

lected from the previous round; ’
Opt
i can be obtained

(’Opt
i ¼ ’

0
i in Figure 6).

It should be noted that our algorithm does not need to
sort all the sub-channels according to N�1

i;j , which sorting

is an important component of traditional algorithms and
is considerably complex.
The iteration performance of the proposed IALRS al-

gorithm is illustrated in Figure 8, in which the total
power budget (Pbudget ) equals 800(dB), with noise bot-
toms and covers randomized from (0, 50) (dB) and (51,
150) (dB), respectively. When we increase the number of
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sub-channels, the iteration numbers increase as well. The
reason for this is that the number of iterations of the pro-
posed algorithm depends on the number of channels that
have been detected that do not satisfy the conditions
among the three channel condition criteria (PMin

i;j ,PMax
i;j

and N�1
i;j ), which results in a water level readjustment.

The fewer the number of channels detected compared to
the total number of sub-channels N, the higher the im-
provement of the computational complexity.
Cooperative Channel Selection Strategy
In this part, instead of only maximizing the through-
put of each CR communication pair separately by using
the distributed channel selection strategy, we also take
the cooperative channel selection strategy into consider-
ation, in which CR nodes coordinate with each other and
exchange safety distance information among themselves.
CR nodes compare their estimated PSM constraint

related distance Dj
STi;PR; only ST i (i = 1,2,3,. . .K) with

argMax
i2K

argMin
j2N

Dj
STi;PR

� �� �
wins the spectrum asses-

sing right of channel j (j = 1,2,3,. . .N). It is assumed that
the safety distance information among CR nodes is per-
fectly exchanged. At the end of the channel comparison
stage, each CR node has its own channel selection strat-
egy to maximize the CR system capacity (ot only single
communication pairs). To maximize the multiple nodes
CR network system, the capacity maximization problem
(18) can be rewritten as in (25), in which OptCiis the op-
timal channel set selected by STi according to the chan-
nel selection criteria.

Max
XK
i¼1

X
j2OptCi

log2 1þ Pi;jGj DSTi;SRi
� �.�

δ2j þ
P

m2MTPPTI
0
j di;m
� �� ��

subject to:
XOptCi

j¼1

Pi;j � PBudget ≤ 0

Pi;j ≤ PMax
i;j

PMin
i;j ≤ Pi;j

ð25Þ

Since the optimal sub-channel setOptCi is selected by
each CR communication pair before Lagrange formula-
tion, the optimal transmission power on each optimal
channel set can be obtained by the similar procedure as
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(19) and (20) of Algorithm 1. The Pseudocode of inter-
ference avoidance optimal rate sum (IAORS) solution,
which handles the problem of how to find a suitable chan-
nel set OptCi and the suitable power on channel j within
each OptCi (i = 1,2,3,. . .K), are given in Figure 9 (Algo-
rithm 2), with the following operation steps:
1st) Optimal sub-channel set selection: calculate the

maximal transmission power of CR node i (i 2 K ) using
(14) on sub-channel j ( j 2 N ) by performing DNPSM;

assign the sub-channel j (j 2 N ) with argMin
j2N

Dj
STi;PR

� �
as

the transmission power “covers” for CR node i (i 2 K ).
2nd) Compare all one hop CR nodes k (i; k 2 K ; i 6¼ k )

with Max
i2K

argMin
j2N

Dj
STi;PR

� �� �
: If

argMax
i2K

argMin
j2N

Dj
STi;PR

� �� �
2 STi; assign the sub-

channel j (j 2 N ) to CR node i (i 2 K ). Repeat 1st and 2nd

steps until sub-channels j (j 2 N ) are assigned to optimal
sub-channel set of each CR node i (i 2 K ).
3rd) Throughput maximization phase: perform

Algorithm 1 on OptCi(i 2 K ).
Due to the realistic constellation encoder and decoder

implementation requirements, for easy modulation in the
practical bit filling procedure, the allocated bit number for
each channel should be an integer. A suboptimal integer
bit loading algorithm is given in the following section.

Suboptimal Integer Bit Loading Algorithm
The transmitted bits (bi;j) of ST i on channel j according
to Pi;j can be rewritten as in (26) according to (7).

bi;j ¼ log2 1þ Pi;jNi;j
� � ð26Þ

According to the power filling level on each channel,
obtained from Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2, if we
increase all the bit rates to the upper bound of optimal
transmission bits x ( bi;j

� 
), which is the nearest integer
that is larger than x , not only will the power budget
be exceeded, but also the probability of unaffordable
interference to primary receivers will increase. However,
a reliable integral data rate can be achieved if the trans-
mitted bits bi;j are uniformly reduced to the lower
boundary ( bi;j

� �
), in which xb c is the lower bound of x

that takes the nearest smaller integer than x. We define
the extra power that is needed to transmit bits on chan-
nel j (j 2 Ci; i ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . . ;K ) as Pinc

i;j in (27).

Pinc
i;j ¼ Ni;j 2

bi;j � 1
� �� Ni;j 2 bi;jd e � 1

� �
ð27Þ

Then, Ptot
Ci
, which is defined as the total saved power of

ST i (i=1,2,3. . .,K) on the selected channel set Ci (Ci 2 N )
when we perform only the low bound integer bit loading,
is given in (28).

Ptot
Ci

¼
X
j2Ci

Ni;j 2
bi;j � 1

� �� Ni;j 2 bi;jb c � 1
� �h i

ð28Þ

Clearly, as we can see from (28), even though the inte-
ger bit loading is able to protect primary receivers, the
lower bound of allocated bits on each channel will cause
a waste of the power budget. Therefore, we try to trans-
mit xd e bits on channel set Ci as long as such increment
does not exceed the power budget Pbudget, while obeying
the PSM constraint of Ci at the same time. To fully
utilize the power budget and maximize the transmission
data rate, a suboptimal (SubOpt) integer bit loading algo-
rithm is proposed in Algorithm 3 (Figure 10).
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After the suboptimal integer bit loading, the remaining
power budget is less than the power needed to transmit
one more bit on any channel j (j 2 Ci ). Therefore, this is
a nearly optimal solution to the integral bit loading
requirement.
Simulation results
In this section, simulations are conducted to evaluate the
performance in terms of: i) interference avoidance per-
formance during data transmission; ii) power loading
model and corresponding capacity maximization algo-
rithms; and iii) SubOpt IBL loading. A typical water-
filling scheme [10] is compared as a conventional proto-
col, in which the PSM constraint is estimated based only
on its local primary sensing information without the
coordination of neighbors. The simulation parameters
are shown in Table 2. The Gaussian noise is assumed to
have zero mean and unit variation. Other power related
energies are defined in decibels compared with noise
power.
Figure 11 shows the simulation topology for the pro-

posed DNPSM and the reliable capacity maximization
model. Without loss of generality, we assume that a total
of three worst situation primary receivers (PRa, PRb and
PRc) on sub-channel sets A (Ch1-Ch5), B (Ch6-Ch10), and
C (Ch11-Ch15) exist nearby, and that each PR is placed on
the primary signal decodable boundaries of its correspond-
ing PT. Two STs exist and compete with each other to
choose the most suitable channel set from (A, B, C) based

on the comparison of argMax
i2K

argMin
j2N

Dj
STi;PR

� �� �
;

these STs then pour the power with obtained optimal

power filling amount POpt
i;j (POpt

a;j and POpt
b;j in Figure 11) from

(20) into the selected channel set Ci (Ca and Cb in this
case), respectively. The DNPSM performed by the second-
ary transmitter STa in order to avoid the harmful interfer-
ence for the worst situation of PRa is picked up as an
example to illustrate the performance of the DNPSM. Sec-
ondary neighbors are randomly placed within the transmis-
sion range of the ST. Only SNs that are within the signal
overlapping area between the PT and ST can help the ST
to derive the transmission power related safety distance in
the DNPSM. Data are always backlogged at the ST side.
Table 2 Simulation parameters

Parameter Value Paramet

Number of SNs 5~ 90 PPT(PT tr

DPRa;STb 220 m DPRa;STa

DPRb;STb 225 m DPRb;STa

DPRc;STb 150 m DPRc;STa

TRPT 5 km ST transm
As can be seen in Figure 11, to evaluate the per-
formance of the proposed method, DNPSM, and in ac-
cordance with the different positions of the ST, we use a
coexistence scenario between PTa and STa and place
STa between (xPR + 0, 0) and (xPR +TRMax

ST , 0), in which
xPR = 150 m is the PRa’s position on the x-axis. Since the
performance of the DNPSM mainly depends on the vari-
ation of the position of the ST (DST;PR), on the transmis-
sion range of the ST (ST_Radius) on the CR control
band, and on the number of neighbors, we changed
these parameters in this simulation study. The appear-
ance of the primary signal is based on the On/Off mode.
During On-time, the channel is busy. On-time TOnð Þand
Off-time TOffð Þ have exponential distributions λ1 and λ2,
respectively, as expressed in (28). Here, the primary sys-
tem manifestation probability POn is calculated using (30).

FOn tð Þ ¼ P TOn ≤ tð Þ ¼ 1� e�λ1t ;

FOff tð Þ ¼ P TOff ≤ tð Þ ¼ 1� e�λ2t ð29Þ

POn ¼ E TOnð Þ
E TOnð Þ þ E TOffð Þ ¼

1=λ1
1=λ1 þ 1=λ1

¼ λ1λ2
λ1 λ1 þ λ2ð Þ

ð30Þ
Figure 12(a) shows the interference ratio in accordance

with the different number of SNs. Interference ratio (31)
indicates how much interference on average the surrounding
primary systems experienced during the whole CR trans-
mission time. In this experiment, in order to obtain a fair
parameter comparison value to evaluate the system per-
formance, the transmission radius (ST_Radius) is set at
230 meters and the appearance probability of the primary
signal on the licensed band is set at 50%. Tdi is the i-th
data transmission time, Nt is the total number of data
transmissions, and ITj is the interference time for the pri-
mary system of the j-th data transmission time. In the case
of the conventional scheme, regardless of the number of
SNs, a CR communication pair cannot obtain the correct
measurement due to the lack of a neighbor cooperated
power controlling mechanism, so it always yields heavy
interference to the incumbent systems around it. In the
proposed DNPSM scheme, as the number of SNs increases,
the interference ratio decreases dramatically. Compared
with the conventional PSM constraint estimation scheme,
er Value

ansmission power) 320 dB on each sub-channel

300 m

80 m

260 m

ission power (TPMax
ST ) 170 dB on each sub-channel
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Figure 11 Simulation topology on licensed/CR control band.
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when the nodes’ density is high enough, harmful interfer-
ence to the primary system can be completely avoided.
Since the smaller overlapping area between ST and PT
transmission ranges results in fewer existing SNs, the larger
safety distance (DST;PR ) always has a higher interference
ratio. The variation of the interference ratio according to
the transmission range of the ST on the CR control band
(ST_Radius) is also shown in Figure 12(b). We can see that
only 20 randomly distributed SNs are enough to lower
harmful interference to under 2%.

Inference Ratio ¼
XNt

j¼1

ITj

,XNt

i¼1

Td i ð31Þ

Due to the random position of the SNs, there is a little
possibility that no SNs exists on the straight line between
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Figure 12 Average interference ratio to primary system.
the ST and the PT. When an SN that is not located on
the straight line between the ST and the PT overhears
the control information (channel sensing request) from
the ST, the distance estimated (DST ;PR) by this SN will be
a little bit longer than the real distance between the ST
and the possible hidden PR. This discrepancy can cause
extra interference to the primary devices. Since precise
distance estimation is important to provide accurate
power control for SUs, we observed the distance estima-
tion error and the transmission power reduction ratio,
with data shown in Figure 13. The distance estimation
error represents the difference between the real distance
RDST;PR and the final estimated distance DST ;PR , which
is obtained by the ST. As can be seen in Figure 13(a),
at first, when DST ;PR increases, the overlapping area
decreases and the number of neighbor nodes that can
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detect the primary signal also decreases; the distance es-
timation error increases consequently. However, since
the distance estimation error is minor compared with the
estimated safety distance, the number of SNs has little ef-
fect on the power reduction ratio. Figure 13(b) illustrates
the relationship between the average reduced transmis-
sion power ratio and the positions of the ST. As the
safety distance increases, the power reduction ratio of
the conventional PSM estimation remains the same. Due
to incorrect incumbent system sensing results, the con-
ventional PSM scheme always uses the full power to
transmit, which will cause harmful interference to the in-
cumbent systems. Obviously, the DNPSM has better per-
formance. When DST;PR equals 90 m, the number of SNs
equals 15 and the ST_Radius is 150 m; in such a case,
less than 50% of the full power level will be allowed for
secondary data transmission, in order to avoid harmful
interference to possible PRs that are around.
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Figure 14 Power loading illustration according to channel selection a
The effect of the proposed PSM constraint derived
from the DNPSM on the power loading (Water-Filling)
performance (Pro. WF) is shown in Figure 14. With-
out loss of generality, we chose Algorithm 2 to illustrate
the power loading performance on the selected sub-
channels, with different power loading bottoms and PSM
constraints shown in Figure 11. To clearly show the
effect of the DNPSM on the performance of the pro-
posed water-filling (Pro.WF) scheme, we set the overall
power budget ( Pbudget ) equal to 920 dB. As shown in
Figure 14, compared with the conventional WF scheme
(Conv. WF), the maximal allowed transmission power
will be smaller with cooperation from one-hop neighbors
(PSM constraint (14)). According to the channel selection

criteria ( argMax
i2K

argMin
j2N

Dj
STi;PR

� �� �
), STa will choose

sub-channel set A (Ch1-Ch5) and C (Ch11-Ch15) as the
channels into which to pour power (Figure 14(a)), while
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STb will choose channel set B (Ch6-Ch10) (Figure 14(b)).
On channel set B (Ch6-Ch10), though STb has a large
enough power budget to allow it to pour more water, it
still uses the PMax

b;j ( j 2 CB ) as the optimal water level to

protect PRb. Compared with the proposed DNPSM
scheme, the conventional approach cannot detect the ex-
istence of primary signals on channel sets A, B, or C, and
so it always uses the allowed hardware maximal trans-
mission power ( TPMax

ST ) as the PSM constraint to pour
power into all the sub channels. Harmful interference is
given to PRs on those channels (PRs working on channel
set B (Ch6-Ch10) and C (Ch11-Ch15) in Figure 14(a) and
Figure 14(b), respectively).

In Figure 15, the Pro. WF (Algorithm 2) at the STa side
is selected as an example to show the effect of integer bit
loading on the power loading of each channel set with
different PMax

a;j ( j 2 CA;CB;CC ). Since significant harmful

interference has already been introduced by using the
conventional water-filling schemes (Conv. WF), we will
not consider the SubOpt bit loading performance for
Conv. WF. As that is shown in Figure 15(a), the lower
band integer bit loading (Pro. WF w. IBL) will give a dif-
ferent level of power reduction. However, compared with
Conv. WF, which does not take the pure primary receiver
into account (performing the data transmission on
channel set B ((Ch6-Ch10)), the proposed distributed
neighbor coordinated water-filling mechanism (Pro. WF)
not only gives reliable protection to the primary users,
but also enhances the feasible transmission rate (channel
set A and channel set C). Clearly, as we can see in
Figure 15(b), the longer safety distance PMax

a;j ( j 2
CA;CB;CC )) will have a higher accumulated transmission
bit rate (CA (Ch1-Ch5) > CC (Ch11-Ch15)), because the
maximal transmission power can be reached earlier by
increasing the transmission power (enhancing the trans-
mission rate) on a lower PMax

a;j (j 2 CA;CB;CC)) channel.
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Figure 15 Performance of Integer bit loading algorithm.
Figure 16 provides an evaluation of the proposed
power loading performance according to the different
numbers of randomly placed SNs with different positions
of the ST. Along with an increasing DST ;PR , the total
amount of pouring power also increases, because the
maximal allowed transmission power ( PMax

i;j ) has been

increased. However, when DST ;PR increases to a certain
level (ST_Radius = 200 m), the total amount of power will
stop the increasing trend and stay at the same level due
to power budget limitations. Furthermore, as we increase
the number of SNs, the total amount of power will be
slightly reduced. The reason for this is that the larger
number of SNs will reduce the safety distance estimation
error (tightening the PSM constraint), which will result
in a smaller amount of pouring water (power). When the
number of SNs is close to 20, as we can see in Figure 12,
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in which the distance estimation error is less than 2%,
minor power pouring changes are made.
Figure 17 shows the data rate sum of the CR trans-

mission system achieved by performing Algorithm 1
and Algorithm 2 separately, with implementation of
Algorithm 3. Using Algorithm 2, STa chooses channel set
A and C, while STb chooses just channel set B according
to the channel selection criteria under the situation shown
in Figure 11. The average rate (Ave. Rate), which is
obtained by performing Algorithm 1, denotes the average
of the transmission rate sum determined by applying the
channel selection without neighbor coordination at STa
and STb. That is, STa or STb chooses all available chan-
nels in order to perform power loading without consider-
ing the channel selection strategy. Rate with NC denotes
the rate sum that results by applying the channel selec-
tion strategy with neighbor coordination (Algorithm 2).
Because each channel has a different power loading level,
and uniform lower bound integer bits loading (IBL) causes
an uneven transmission power waste, Algorithm 2 cap-
tures this difference and determines the optimal channel
selection strategy to reduce power budget waste by reas-
signing the suitable sub-channels to each CR communica-
tion pair. As we can see in Figure 17, compared to the
power loading of Algorithm 1, which is used to maximize
the system throughput, Algorithm 2 efficiently enhances
the overall transmission rate while reducing the power
budget waste. This also indicates that in order to
maximize the system throughput, the ST prefers to
allocate more power to a channel that is far away from
the primary receivers. Along with the increasing of the
Power_budget, the data transmission rate sums of both
channel selections (with or without an optimal channel
selection strategy) show an ascending trend. However,
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Figure 17 Performance of data rate sum according to
P_budget variation.
when the Power_budget reaches a certain level, due to the
PSM constraint (14), the data transmission rate sums of
both channel selections stop the continuous increas-
ing trend. Obviously, with the SubOpt IBL algorithm
(Algorithm 3), the CR system capacity can be further
enhanced.
As we can see from the evaluations above, compared with

the conventional power loading scheme, which does not
consider the pure primary receiver, the proposed scheme
provides reliable protection for primary users. With the
proposed simple but efficient iterative power loading algo-
rithms, a suitable channel set can be determined and opti-
mal transmission power on each channel for whole system
capacity maximization can be achieved successfully.
Conclusion
In this paper, a neighbor coordination capacity
maximization model with a reliable interference free con-
straint is proposed for cognitive radio ad hoc networks with
multiple secondary nodes; in this model, the complex mu-
tual interference relationship between primary users and
secondary users is modeled as an optimization problem and
the reliability of the interference free constraint during the
Lagrange derivation procedure can be guaranteed. To derive
a reliable PSM constraint, instead of using local sensing to
estimate the distance to a possible primary receiver to avoid
harmful interference, the secondary transmitter estimates
the distance to the hidden primary receiver using neighbor
node cooperation, and the transmission power is adaptively
controlled by considering the safety distance. We jointly
considered the relationship among channel set selection,
total transmission power budget, and PSM limitation, and
proposed two simple but efficient iterative power allocation
algorithms, along with a suboptimal integer bit loading algo-
rithm, in which both distributed and neighbor cooperative
comparison based channel selection strategies are consid-
ered. Simulation results show that with the help of the pro-
posed PSM constraint estimation method and efficient
power loading algorithms, capacity maximization of the sec-
ondary system, along with reliable performance of the pri-
mary user without harmful interference, can be successfully
achieved.
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